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A~tract--A stochastic version of the "game of two cars" is considered. In this version the pursuer has 
a variable speed owing to thrust and drag forces, whereas the evader's speed isconstant. Also, the pursuer 
can maneuver aslong as his speed isbounded by some lower and upper bounds. The motion of the players 
is confined to the pursuer's "effective operation zone", Dp, and the cost function of the game is the 
probability of the event: {before the evader enters his "safe zone", the evader enters the pursuer's "killing 
zone", Kp, at some t, 0 ~< t ~< T, or the evader stays at the domain Dp-Kr for all t ~ [0, to], for some to > T }. 
By numerically solving anonlinear parabolic boundary value problem on a generalized torus in R 4, it is 
shown that (for a range of values of some parameters) a proportional navigation guidance law is a 
suboptimal feedback pursuit strategy. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A stochastic pursuit-evasion differential game involving two players, E (the evader) and P (the 
pursuer), moving in the (x, y) plane is considered. The differential game dealt with here is based 
on a noise-perturbed kinematic model. The speed VE of player E is fixed and his maneuverability 
is determined by his yaw axis lateral acceleration aE = 2EgV~1dPE, where 2e is a given positive 
number, g the gravitational acceleration and gE, ~br e [ -1 ,  1] is E's control function. Owing to 
thrust and drag forces and to having a time decreasing mass, player P has a variable speed Vp. 
His maneuverability is determined by Vp and his yaw lateral acceleration ap = 2pgV~dpp, where 
2p is a given positive number and ~bp, ~bp e [ -  1, 1], is P's control function. It is assumed that player 
P can maneuver as long as vl < Vp < v2, where vl and v2 are given positive numbers. Denote by 
r(t) the range from P to E at time t. It is assumed that player P has an "effective operation zone", 
Dp, defined by 0 <r  <R0, vt < Vp<v2 and dr/dt<-re, where R0 and v0 are given positive 
numbers, and a 'killing zone", Kp, defined by 0 ~< r ~< r0, vl < Vp < v2 and dr/dt < -re, where r0, 
0 < r0 < R0, is a given number. Player E, on the other hand, has a "safe zone" given by r I> R0, 
or Vp ~< v~, or Vp >. v2, or dr/dt >>. -re. (The rigorous definitions of these zones are given in 
Section 2). Let Ev be the event {before E enters his "safe zone", player E enters Kp at some t, 
0 ~< t ~< T, or player E stays at the domain Dp-Kp for all t E [0, to] for some to > T}. Player E steers 
by choosing, at each instant, his control function ~bE in such a manner as to minimize prob(Ev), 
whereas player P steers by choosing, at each instant, his control function gp in such a manner as 
to maximize Prob(Ev). Thus, this game is an extension of Isaacs's "game of two cars" [1]. Various 
versions of the "game of two cars" have been applied in past years to model (planar) air combat 
scenarios [2-8], ship-collision avoidance [9, 10], as well as other situations [11-13]. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the fundamental equations of motion 
for the game are derived. These equations are given in polar coordinates. In Section 3 a 
rigorous formulation of the problem is given, and in Section 4 sufficient conditions on saddle-point 
feedback strategies are given. These conditions require the existence of a properly smooth solution 
to a nonlinear parabolic partial differential equation (PDE) with boundary conditions on a 
generalized torus in R 4. By applying a finite-difference method, the problem is solved numerically. 
In Section 5, a numerical study is made of the parabolic PDE, and it is shown that, for 0 < v0 ~ 1, 
a proportional navigation guidance law is a suboptimal feedback strategy (suboptimal in a sense 
given in Section 6). Recently [14, 15], in a study conducted on two stochastic versions of the game 
of two cars, it was shown, by numerically solving a nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem on 
a generalized torus in R 4 [14] or, by numerically solving a nonlinear parabolic partial differential 
equation with boundary conditions on a generalized torus in R 3 [15], that for a large range of values 
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of some parameters, a proportional navigation guidance law is an optimal feedback pursuit 
strategy. In a subsequent s udy [16] conducted on a stochastic version of the game of two cars with 
the pursuer having a variable speed and in which a containment probability serves as a cost 
function, it was shown, by numerically solving a nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem on 
generalized torus in R 5, that for a big variety of the values of some parameters, a proportional 
navigation guidance law, as used in the games mentioned in [14], [15] and in this work, is a 
suboptimal feedback pursuit strategy. The study undertaken here is to a large extent complemen- 
tary to that carried out in [16] and directly subsequent to that carried out in [15]. 
In the past, proportional navigation has been proved to be an optimal pursuit strategy, in some 
differential games involving linear systems [17, 18], or has been found to be an optimal control 
solution for a linear quadratic problem (see, for example, [19]). 
The study carried out here and in [16] is of importance since most modern air-to-air and 
surface-to-air missile systems use a form of proportional navigation in the homing phase of flight. 
2. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Consider the motion of two points, E and P, in the (x, y) plane. It is assumed that the motion 
of player E is given by 
dxE/dt = V E cos  0E, 
dyE/dt = V E sin 0E, 
dOE/dt = ~,EgVEtdpE, 
and that the motion of player P is given by 
dxp/dt  = 
dyp/dt  = 
dOp/dt = 
d Vp / dt = 
dpE E [-- 1, 1] 
Vp cos 0p, 
Vv sin Or, 
2vgVftdpv,  dpe~[--l,l], 
lAp - kt V~, - k2(g 2 + 2~,g2dp~)Vf2]/m(t), 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
where (XE, YE) and (Xp, y~) denote the coordinates of players E and P respectively; VE and Vp denote 
their respective speeds; 2E, 2p, Ap, kt and k: are given positive constants, where Ap and 
kt V~, + k2(g 2 + 2~,g2dp 2)Vf: represents P's thrust and drag forces respectively and re(t)  denotes P's 
mass, ~bE and dpp are E's and P's control functions respectively and g is the gravitational 
acceleration. Equations (1)-(7) constitute the equations of motion for a "game of two cars" [1] 
with the pursuer having a variable speed. 
By fixing the origin of a new coordinate system at the position occupied by P and considering 
the relative motion of players E and P in polar coordinates, where r is the range from P to E and 
[3 the bearing of E from P, we obtain the following equations for r, [3, 0E, 0p and Vp: 
dr /dt  = VE Cos(OE -- [3) -- Vp Cos(Op -- fl), (8) 
df l /dt  = r-I[VE sin(OE -- [3) -- Vp sin(Or -- fl)], (9) 
dOE/dt = 2E gVEIdpE, (10) 
dOp/dt = 2pgVp-tdpp, (11) 
dVp/dt  [Ap k iV  2 2 2 2 = -- -- k2g (2pdpp + 1)Vf2]/m(t) ,  (12) 
Denote x l ,=r ,  x2 ,=OE-  [3, x3 ,=Op-  [3, x4,= Vp and assume that E's and P's motion is perturbed 
by Gaussian white noises that model the time-dependent random errors in the (measure- 
ments based) aerodynamical coefficients and the random influence of the environment. Then, 
equations (8)-(12) yield 
dxt /d t  = V E cos x: - x4 cos x3 + tr dWt /dt ,  (13) 
dx 2/dt = 2E g V~ t dp E - x i- 1( lie sin x2 -- x4 sin x3) + ex  ~ l d W:/dt ,  (14) 
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dx3/dt = 2~gxf ~dp~ - x i-~(V~ sin x2 - x4 sin x~) + ox ? ~ dW3/dt, 
dx4/dt = [A~- k~x42 _ k2g2(2p~2 + 1)x~2]/rn(t) + ~ d W/dt, 
(15) 
(16) 
where W={W(t )=(W~(t ) ,W2( t ) ,W3( t ) ,  W4(t)), t>>. 0} is an R4-valued standard Wiener 
process and a and y are given numbers, 0 < ~r ,~ VE and 0 < ~, ,~ At~re(t), for all t el0, T]. 
Equations (13)-(16) constitute the fundamental equations of motion of players E and P. We 
redefine player P's "effective operation zone" and the "killing zone" in the x-coordinate system, 
where x = (x~, x2, x3, x4), to be given by the sets Do and K respectively: 
Do,={x:O<x ~ < R0,(x2,x3)e ~ 2, vl <x ,  < v2, and VECOSX:--XaCOSX3<Vo}, (17) 
K := {x: O <~ x~ ~ ro, (X2, X3) e ~2, t;l -'k 6 ~X4~/)2--6, and 
VECOSX2--X~COSX~<. -- (V0-- 6)}, 0<c5 ,~ 1. (18) 
Also, denote 
D,=Do-K .  (19) 
Player E's "safe zone", on the other hand, is given by 
B,={xeK:x~<<.O, orx~>>.Ro, orx4<<.v~,orx4>_.v2,0r VECOSX2--x4cosx3>>- --v0}. (20) 
Denote by x ~ = {x~(t) = (xf(t), x~(t), x~(t), x~(t)), t >1 0}, ~ = (q~e, qbp), the state of the game. 
It is assumed that the game begins at t = 0 and that x¢(0)~ Do. Hence, if for some t ~ [0, T], 
x¢(t) ~ K and x¢(s) ~ D for all s ~ [0, t), then we say that player E has been intercepted by P, 
wehreas, if for some t ~ [0, T], x¢(t) ~ B and x¢(s) ~ D for all s e [0, t), then we say that player E 
has escaped from player P. Furthermore, if x~(t) ~ D for all t e [0, T], player P still wins. Thus, 
player E's goal is to choose his control function q~ in such a manner as to minimize the probability 
of the event {x¢(t) e K for some t ~ [0, T] and x¢(s) ~ D for all s e [0, t); or x¢(t) ~ D for all 
t ~ [0, T]}, whereas player P's goal is to choose his control function 4>~ in such a manner as to 
maximize the probability of the above-mentioned vent. 
3. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Since we are interested in players E's and P's motion confined to/50 (where/50 denotes the closure 
of Do), the following set of stochastic differential equtaions is introduced [based on equations 
(13)-(16)]: 
dx l=[VEcosx2-x4cosxa]dt+adWl ,  t>0,  (21) 
dx:=[2~gV~lc~E(t ,x) - - I (x)x f l (Ves inx2- -x4s inx3)]dt+J (x)ox i - ldW2,  t >0, (22) 
dx3 = I(x)[2pgx41dpp(t, x) -- xi-I(VE sin x2 -- x4 sin x3)] dt +J(x)ax i  -l dW3, t > 0, (23) 
dx4 = I(x)[Ap - kjx:4 - k2g2(2~dpg(t, x) + l)x~-~]rn -l(t) dt +r  dWa, t > 0. (24) 
The functions I and J are introduced here to guarantee the existence of solutions to equations 
(21)-(24) over the whole of R 4. In fact, we are interested in these solutions only over/5 o. Thus, 
land /arc  given by I (x)  = 1 ifE ~< xl ~</7,o and vl ~< x4 g v2, and I (x)  = 0 otherwise, 0 < E ,~ 1; and 
J is such that J (x) - -1  for E ~<xl~<Ro; J (x )x?  ~ is continuous on R 4 and satisfies 
0 < Eo <. j2(x)x?2 ~< M < ~ for all x e R 4 and for some e0 and M. 
Denote by U0 the class of all feedback strategies ~b =(epE, epp)={(c~E(t,x),dpp(t,x)), 
(t, x )e  [0, oo) x R ~} such that q~: [0, oo) x R 4--, R: is a measurable function and ]~E(t, x)l ~< 1 and 
I~p(t,x)[ ~ 1 for all (t, x)e l0,  o0) x R 4. 
Let ~b e U0. Then, [20], equations (21)-(24) determine a family of stochastic processes 
~, .x -{¢ , .x ( t ) - (~, .~( t ) ,~x2( t ) ,  # e [0, oo)}, (s, x) e [0, oo) x an ~,.x3(t), ~ , ( t ) ) ,  t gP, and associate 
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family of probability measures {P tX, (s, x) E [O, 00) x R4) on R = C([O, co) x R4), such that each 
PfX is the solution to the martingale problem for Y,(4), 
Lz,(f#J)=[VsCOSX*-x4coSXj]a/ax, 
+[I,gV;‘&(t, x) - Z(x)x;‘(V, sin x2 - x4 sin x3)] a/ax2 
+Z(x)[I,gx;‘&.(r, x) - x;‘(V,sin x2 - x4 sin x,)] a/ax, 
+z(x)[A,-k,x:-k,g2(1:~:(t,x)+ i)~;2]tb(t) a/ax, 
+(1/2)[a2a2jax: + J2(x)a2x;2(a2jax$ + a’jax:) + y2 at/ax:], 
and has the following properties: 
g!J{r!,(0 =x9 t E LO, 4>> =1, 
W!,W) - 
s 
’ ~&#W(C%4) du 
is a Ptx martingale after time s for all FE dF(R4). 
Denote by r(s, x; 4) the first exit time after s of ctX from D: 
{ 
inf{t 2s: [?,(?)#I) and c!,(s)=x~D) 
r(s,x;~):= 0 if &(s)=x$O (3, x) E [O, co) x R4. 
cc if c$,(t)~D for all t >,s 
Also, define the following class of admissible feedback strategies: 
Ux={4 =(4E,&P)EUD: SUP q.~(.cx;g+-}, 
(S.X)ElO,m)xD 
where Etx denotes the expectation operation with respect to Ptx. 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(2% 
Let 4 E U. Then, player E is intercepted by P or escapes from P if &(T(s, x; 4)) E K or 
Cf,(r(~, x; 4)) E B, respectively. Furthermore, if t(s, x; 4) > T, player P still wins. 
Define the following functionals: 
W, x; tP):=P!,((r(& x; 4) G T and t[!,(r(& x; 4)) E K) u (~0, x; 4) > T>), 
d E u, 0, x) E LO, Tl x @. (30) 
The problem dealt with in this paper is: find a feedback strategy 4 * = (43, r#~p*) E U such that 
W x; (48, &)) 6 WV x; 4’) 6 W, x; (&, 48)) 
The strategy &* 
evasiOn strategy, 
for any (G, &), (&, 48)~ U and all 0, x)o[O, T3 x D. (31) 
is here called a saddle-point feedback strategy, (PE is called an optimal feedback 
and &! is called an optimal feedback pursuit strategy. 
4. COMPUTATION OF FEEDBACK STRATEGIES 
Let 9 denote the class of all functions V: [0, 7’j x R4 + R such that Y is continuous on 
[O, T] x (6, u K), Y E C1v2([0, 7’) x D) and such that W/at + U,(C/J)V 6 L,([O, T) x (D n A,)) for 
any 4 E U, where 
Ao= {x: --II <X2fII, --II <x,<n}. (32) 
By following the same procedure as in [ 151, it follows that a saddle-point feedback strategy I$ * may 
be found by solving the following problem: 
av(t, x)/at + 9,(4)V(t, x) = 0, 0, x) E to, n x CD n&A (33) 
V(t,x)= 1, (t,x)a[O, T] x K, (34) 
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V(T ,x )=I ,  x~D,  
V(t ,x)=O,  (t,x)~[0, T ]xB,  
V(t, xl, izt +jh~,x3,x4)= V(t, xl, - in  -k-jh2,x3,x4) , i = -1 ,  1, 
V(t, xi, x2, in q' jh3,x4)= V(t,x~,x2, - in  -bjh3,x4) i = -1 ,  1, 
~b~(t, x) = -sign(~3V(t, x)/dx2), (t, x) ~ [0, T) x D, 
and for any (t,x)e[0, T) × D: 
If ~V(t, x)/dx4 >i 0, then 
l B-([ltl if B(t,x)~>l ~pp(t,x)= ,x)  if [B(t,x)[<<.l 
if B( t ,x )~ - l ,  
otherwise 
where 
~bp (t, x) = sign(d V(t, x)/dx3), 
j=O, i ,  
j=O, i ,  
B( t, x) = (m( t )x4 d V ( t, x )/dx3 )/(2k2 2p gd V ( t, x )/dx4 ). 
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(35) 
(36) 
0 ~< h2 ~< n, (37) 
0~<h 3~<n, (38) 
(39) 
(4o) 
(40 
(42) 
Remark 
Note that equations (40)-(42) are equivalent to 
~bp(t, x) = argrnax (zdV(t, x)/dx3 - z2k2g2pm-l(t)x~ldV(t, x)/dx4), (t, x) ~ [0, T) × D. (43) 
Izl~l 
Assume that equations (33)-(42) have a solution denoted here by (~b *, V(.,  .; q~ *)). If ~b *e U and 
V( ' ,  .; q~*)e ~, then ~b* is a saddle-point feedback strategy. 
In order to find a simple representation for the optimal feedback pursuit strategy ~b*, the 
following problem has also been solved here: solve equations (33)-(39) where q~p is given by 
fsign(BpN(t,x)) if [BpN(t,X)[ > 1 
q~N(t'x)~- [ BpN(t,X if IBpN(t,x)[ <~ 1, (44) 
where 
Bpr~ (t, x),= Ax4x i-t(V~ sin x2 - x4 sin x3)/(2pg), (45) 
and A is a given positive number. 
Note tht BpN (t, x) ~ A Vp d[3/dt/(2pg), that is, the feedback pursuit strategy 4)~ N is a proportional 
navigation guidance law. Such a form of proportional navigation is applied, for example, in [21] 
and [22] (where the 3-D version is given). 
Assume that equations (33)-(39) and (44) and (45) have a solution (~b Pr~, V( . , .  ;~bPN)), 
V(" • '~bPN)e~ and ~b TM t~Pr~ ,~Pr~ , , - -  ~ 'E  , ~ 'p  J e U .  Then, it can be shown, in the same manner as in [15] ,  
that 
V(t, x; ~b TM) -- Pt*.~ ({z(t, x; CpN) ~< T and ~ (~(t, x; ~bPN)) ~ K} u {~(t, x; ~PN) > T}), 
(t, x) e [0, T] x R'. (46) 
5. A NUMERICAL STUDY 
Denote by ~ the following finite-difference grid on R4: 
~,={(ih,, jh2, kh3,1h,): i , j , k , l  =0, +1, +2 . . . .  }. (47) 
Define D0h,= (Do u K)n  A0c~ R~,. Equations (33)-(42), or equations (33)-(39) and (44) and (45), 
have here been solved using an upwind finite-difference method on [0, T) x R~ similar to that 
described in [15]. 
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Table 1, The values of PA~(t ;$) ,$=$*,  sPN, as functions of v o and (&(°,h(°), i ffil,2, where (A(I),hO)) = 
(0.1,300, ~t /10, n / 10, 25) and (A (2), h (2)) = (0.02, 1 50, n/20, n/20, 10) 
(AV), h")) 
PnJ'(O; q~)/v o 300 200 1 O0 50 1 
p~S. s(0; ~ ,) 0.85786 0.88744 0.91444 0.93539 0.93290 
p~.S(0; ~PN) 0.74904 0.78585 0.83101 0.86339 0.86592 
(A ~2), h (2)) 
P~' h(0; ~ *) - -  - -  0.89606 0.90373 0.90975 
p~.h(0; ~vs) - -  - -  0.80405 0.82430 0.84319 
Table 2. The values of N(h) as functions of Vo and h ~° 
/)o 
300 200 100 50 1 
h °) = (300, n/lO, n/lO, 25) 17,270 21,950 26,770 29,730 31,850 
h (2) ffi (150, rt/20, n/20, 10) - -  - -  540,380 592,640 644,100 
Denote by VA'h(', " ;q b*) and VA'h( • , .; ~bPN), the solutions to the finite-difference equations 
corresponding to equations (33)-(42), or equations (33)-(39) and (44) and (45), rcspectively. 
Define 
Pa'h(t; ~b),: ~ Va'h(t, ihl, jh2, kh3, th4; ~p)/N(h), ~ = ~b*, ~b vN, (48) 
(ihl,Jh2, kh3, Ih4)¢ Doh 
where N(h) denotes the number of points in Doh. 
Computations were carried out using the following set of parameters: 
R0 = 3000,  r o = 300, vl = 300, v2 = 700, VE = 300, T = 8, 
v0 = 300, 200, 100, 50, 1; o 2 = 9,  y2 = 0.01, ;tv = 30, 2 E = 6,  
Ap = 6000, k~ = 0.010410, k2 = 103,800, and re(t) = 200(1 - 0.093750. 
Some extracts from the numerical results obtained are presented in Tables 1 and 2 and Figs 1-8. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The numerical results obtained, part of which are presented in Tables 1 and 2 and Figs 1-8, show 
that for 0 < v0 ~< 1 (and the same values of the parameters as given in Sections 5 and 6) 
max (IP~'h(t; ~b*) - P~.h(t; ~PN)I/PA'h(t; ~bPN)) ~ 0.079. (49) 
0<tagT 
This result suggests that, at least for 0 < v0 ~< I and the same set of parameters as described above, 
the strategy q~N [equations (44) and (45)] is a suboptimal feedback pursuit strategy in the sense of 
inequality (49). This means, roughly speaking, that when the pursuer applies the optimal feedback 
pursuit strategy ~v*, instead of ~N, then, its performance index (PA'h(t; 4)) improves only by at 
most 8°,6. In order to implement ~p*, one has to solve, off-line, equations (33)-(41), and to store 
1.0 1.0 
(19 
't). 
.,:. 
<] 
tl. Q8 
¢* 
#,P" 
G7 I I I I I I I ] 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
t 
Fig. 1. P~'h(t;O),OffiO* and OvN, as functions of t for 
v0ffi300, h i=300,  h2ffih3fn/lO, h4ffi25 and A=0.1.  
..e. 
<] 
B. 
0.9 
0.8 
¢ 
O.7 I J I I ; I I J 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
t 
Fig. 2. Pa'h(t; O), ~ =0* and ~b vN, as functions of t for 
v0ffi200 , hi f300 ,  h2fh3=n/lO, h4=25 and A=0.1.  
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Fig. 3. Pa'h(t;~),~b=~b* and ~PN, as functions of t for 
Vo= 100 , hi=300 , h2=h3=n/lO, h4=25 and A=O.1. 
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F ig .  4, PA, h(t; ~),  ~ =~* and #PN, as funct ions  o f  t fo r  
Vo=50, hi=300, h2fh3=n/lO, h,=25 and A=0.1. 
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Fig. 5. Pa'h(t; 4~), 4~ =4 ~* and 4~ vN, as functions of t for 
vo=l, hl=31~, h2=h3=~/10, h4=25 and A=0.1. 
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Fig. 6. Pa'h(t; ~b)i ~b =~* and ~PN, as functions of t for 
v0ffi 100, hi = 150, h2fh3frc/20, h4ffi 10 and A ffi0,02. 
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Fig. 7. Pa'h(t;~),#=~b* and #v~, as functions of t for 
Vo=50, hi = 150, h2=h3ffi~/20, h4ffi I0 and A=0.02. 
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Fig. 8. P~h(t;#b),OffiO* and ~,  as functions of t for 
Vo •- I, hi= 150, h2=h3=n/20, h4= 10 and Affi0.02. 
the values of ~b* on a grid. On the other hand, the implementation f ~bv pN is straightforward, uses 
the line-of-sight rate measurements, and does not require any computations or storing. 
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